Black Burst/Genlocking

Black Burst, also known as “genlock, reference, master pedestal, master setup, sync, and more,”¹ consists of an analog video signal with no picture. In other others, just black frames, a “blank video signal,”² with zero chroma and luma. Black Burst allows video sources, such as cameras and video decks, to be synchronized, which consequently provides a smooth transition in between devices, avoiding issues such as extreme color shifts, image break up, and the appearance the picture is jumping when switching between sources (since “the display device needs to readjust the horizontal and/or vertical scan to correctly reframe the image.”³) Once the various pieces of video recording and processing have their sync generators locked in and synchronized, it is said the system is genlocked.⁴ The synchronization happens since genlock tells each device to start capturing every frame at the exact same time. This step is crucial for video editing and properly synchronizing audio to picture.

Black Burst can be generated by black burst generators, also known as house sync generators, which is often a simple box with one or more video outputs. Furthermore, Black Burst allows vertical timing and locks the color phase between signals. The actual burst section of the waveform generated by a generator “allows the phase relationship of the two signals to be timed together by sending pulses to the internal oscillators of the equipment.”⁵

¹ Brhoda, “Genlock.”
² “Black Burst.”
³ “Genlock.”
⁴ Poynton, Digital Video and HDTV.
⁵ “Black and Burst.”
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